
Travelparty Maiden uniteD = 10 persons

Drinks (cooled): 

Beer (unlimited)

Coca Cola + Coca Cola Zero/Pepsi Max (unlimited)

20 Bottles of mineral water (0.5L)

1 Bottle of whisky (Scotland Single Malt or Jack Daniels) 

Sparkling Water (Unlimited)

Fresh fruit and healthy snacks are always welcome!

Meal (hot):

A warm, healthy  meal for 10 people or a dinner buy-out for 10

persons of at least 15 euros pp. needs to be between the sound check and

show time (or at another time, in consultation with the tour management).

1 person NO MEAT (vegetarian or fish are ok)

1 person vegetarian

Aftershow snacks for 10 persons: (sandwiches (Vegi as well)/Pizza (Vegi as well)/etc.

Dressing room:

A dressing room must be available at normal room temperature and heated in

the winter. The dressing room must be lockable and be available from arrival to

maximum 3 hours after the show. There should be enough chairs, a mirror and clean

towels provided. 1 water heater (kettle) must be available in the dressing room upon arrival.

Merchandise: 

There should be a sufficiently lighted space available for our merchandise.

Preferably in the performance area or as close as possible to that area.



Get-in: 

The arrival of band and crew will be approximately 2,5 h before the end of the

sound check. The exact hour of arrival you will be timely communicated by our

tour management. Sound and light build-up have to be finished upon Get-in.

Parking: 

The organizer shall ensure that the loading and unloading of the gear can

happen as close as possible to the stage.

A responsible and sober technician of the venue must be present upon arrival of the

crew and is contactable/available for any technical questions up to the end of our

show. To the extent possible, 2 stagehands should be available.

Passes and/or parking permits must be provided by the organizer

Parking space is provided for 2 vans in the vicinity of the artists entrance

from the arrival of band and crew to a minimum of 3 hours after the concert.

Any costs for parking are for the organizer.

Security: 

The organization is responsible for the access to the dressing room and the

backstage area. Only persons who are part of the organization, the band and crew

may be admitted to these spaces. Any guests of the band will have a backstage

pass (which they can obtain at the merchandise stand after the show). They only

get access to the backstage or the dressing room after the show unless agreed

otherwise and in agreement with our tour management.

The organization is also responsible for safety on the stage before and during the

show. The organization sees to it that audience members at no time have access

to the stage.

ATTENTION! 

In the Maiden uniteD travel party are 2 persons with Asthma.

Therefor it is absolutely necessary that Smoking is prohibited in the dressing

rooms, backstage, the catering room and in the venue its selves.

Contact: 

The tour management for Maiden uniteD is provided by JBM Events Live

Department. For more information or questions regarding this tour or this rider

please contact Barbara Provo (Tourmanager Maiden uniteD) : Barbara@jbmevents.com

0031-620504052 on the day of the show


